
Components List
1) Portable Base
2) Lower Pole Section (Grey)
3) Upper Pole Section (Silver)
4) Trapper Basket
5) Inner Chain Holder Band
6) Outer Chain Holder Assembly
7) Pole Locking Clamp
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Assembly Instructions

Portable Base

Lower Pole Section (Grey)

Upper Pole Section (Silver)

Trapper Basket

Inner Chain Holder Band

Outer Chain Holder Assembly

Pole Locking Clamp

1) Place the Portable Base on level ground and screw in the Lower Pole 
Section until tight.
 
2) Slide Trapper Basket onto the top of the Lower Pole Section until it 
comes to rest on the welded bracket.  Make sure the keyed edges of 
the bottom of the Trapper Basket collar line up with the keyed shape 
on the bracket.
 
3) Slide Pole Locking Clamp over top of Lower Pole Section so it comes to rest on top of Trapper Basket.  Do not tighten Pole 
Locking Clamp.
 
4) Place the end of the Upper Pole Section without locking pins into the top of the Lower Pole Section.  For normal use, lower 
Upper Pole Section until the Pole Locking Clamp is flush with the maximum extension line on the Upper Pole Section.  
 
5) To tighten the Pole Locking Clamp, hand tighten the circular nut on the opposite side of the quick release arm by turning 
clockwise.  Next, close the quick release arm, tightening the Pole Locking Clamp and securing the Upper Pole Section in 
place.  The tightened Pole Locking Clamp will also secure the Trapper Basket in place.

6) Place the chain ring with chain strands over the pole and slide it down so that the ring surrounds the pole and is resting in 
the Trapper Basket.  Evenly distribute the chain strands around the pole, resting them over the top rim of the Trapper Basket.
 
7) Place the Inner Chain Holder Band onto the top of the Upper Pole Section, sliding past the top locking pin and securing it 
into the lower locking pin.
 
8) For normal basket use, place the Outer Chain Holder Assembly on Upper Pole Section.  Push down on the assembly so that 
the locking pin pops out, securing it into place.  The Outer Chain Holder Assembly support arms should rest inside the grooves 
on the top edge of the Inner Chain Holder Band.
 
9) The chain strands connected to the chain ring alternate between 19 and 20 links of chain.  Starting with the first 19 link 
strand, untwist the strand of chain so that each link extends appropriately from the ring and does not twist or pinch.  Place the 
outer most link of chain onto one of the hooks connected to a support arm inside the Inner Chain Holder Band.  Do not attach 
this strand to a hook not attached to a support arm.
 
10) Moving to the right, grab the next strand of chain connected to the ring.  This 20 link strand will connect to the Outer Chain 
Holder Assembly at the attachment point just to the right of your last connection.  Feed the last link onto the slider, similar to 
how you would a paperclip, trying not to twist the links.

11) Continue around the Trapper Basket, alternating chain strands.  19 link strands always going on the inside hook attached to 
the Inner Chain Holder Band support arms and 20 link strands always going on the Outer Chain Holder Assembly sliders.
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 For Higher Focus Precision Putting
1) Take each 20 link strand of chain connected to the Outer Chain Holder Assembly and attach it to the corre-
sponding free hook directly inside the Inner Chain Holder Band.

2) Remove the Outer Chain Holder Assembly by pressing in the top locking pin on the Upper Pole Section and 
pulling Outer Chain Holder Assembly up.

For Even Greater Focus Putting

Open the quick release arm on Pole Locking Clamp while securely holding the Inner Chain Holder Band.  Gently 
lower the Upper Pole Section into the Lower Pole Section until you reach your desired height.  Close the quick 
release arm while making sure the Pole Locking Clamp is sufficiently tightened.


